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The mustangs fled up the grade inside this mountain box canyon. 

Jay admired the beauty of their long, sure strides through the desert 

brush, despite the fear this flying devil of a machine must have struck 

in them. Rico banked the chopper left, forcing the band toward the 

draw on the right. Jay wished they would break, run past the opening, 

and scatter. But to these horses, that narrow passage must have seemed 

a haven safe from the angry buzz of helicopter rotors. 

The lead mare entered, and the rest followed. They wouldn’t get far. 

Abruptly, they huddled into a miserable, shifting mass, trapped 

between a rock wall and a flying monster. Rico hovered low enough to 

keep them from escaping and pivoted the chopper for Jay to confirm 

they were all eligible. 

Spare the pregnant mares, the trainer had said. Minimize the bad PR. It 

was late in the season for that likelihood, but his job was to make sure. 

Jay lifted the Vortex binoculars and examined each horse as well as he 

could. He took one last look at the stallion out front, rearing, raging at 

the threat to his mares. Jay nodded his assent, then averted his eyes. 

He couldn’t watch this part. 

Rico keyed his comm and gave the go-ahead. “Okay, Three, they’re 

all yours.” He pulled the chopper from the kill site, back to the spring-

fed pool at the canyon entrance. 

Warm fall wind washed off the rotors and through the open 

cockpit. Jay laid the binoculars in his lap, absently running a finger over 

the inset lettering along the top while they waited to perform the 

postmortem. 

Make it quick and thorough. Leave no signs of extended suffering. 

“Thanks, One,” said a voice over the comm. “Stand by to verify.”  

Faux silence from the noise-canceling headphones returned. A 

small white-and-red Robinson R22 zoomed by, the shooter already 

positioned with his foot out on the skid and a .300 caliber Barrett laid 

across his thigh. Brief chatter over the comm said Unit Two was 

working another group nearby.  

Jay gazed down at the green foliage surrounding the pool, starkly 

different from the surrounding desert landscape, wishing he were 
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somewhere else. From within the shade of a juniper something moved. 

“What is that?” he muttered. 

The comm responded. “Say again?” 

Jay turned to see Rico’s questioning look, then checked the pool 

again. A young foal struggled to its feet. Jay could make out the white 

socks on its spindly front legs. His heart sank. He had missed a nursing 

mare. 

Do not leave orphans. The horse lovers will leverage the emotional scene. 

Standing over the foal, on a rock ledge beside the water, a child 

pointed up at them. No one should be up here. Jay brought up the 

binoculars. What stared back at him wasn’t a child. A thin body 

supporting a grotesque head and impossibly long arms, clad in jeans 

and a long-sleeved shirt, perched on the edge of the rock. It aimed a 

bony finger at him and then swept its arm away, in a motion that said 

leave.  

No, he tried to scream. Stop. Why wouldn’t his mouth work? 

What—  

He saw, felt himself on the ground with the horses, trapped by the 

specter of an airborne beast shouting unintelligible threats, racing side 

to side, searching in vain for a way out. What did this thing want? 

Jay tried to turn to Rico, to make him understand, but everything 

was so slow. He located the kill chopper and focused on it. Don’t. The 

shooter’s arm and shoulder jerked from the recoil. Pain tore through 

Jay’s gut, again and again. With each shot the agony ripped through his 

tortured frame. And the sound . . . 

He found the strength to move and ripped off the headphones. 

Desperate to escape the screams of dying horses, he only added the 

roar of engine and wind to the cacophony. A sensation of falling 

overcame Jay, though the points around them stayed stable, and he 

looked to the pilot. Rico stared, catatonic, at the cyclic control gripped 

in his right hand, a bright yellow halo stained with roiling black streaks 

radiating from him. 

Jay shook his head to clear the vision and grabbed Rico’s shirt sleeve 

and shook him. Rico seemed to come alive and began to wrestle the 

stick and the collective control at his left. He pumped the pedals. The 

scene around them began to flash sky and rock and brush and then sky 
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again. Images of terror, both animal and human, flitted through his 

mind. The roar in Jay’s ears pulsed with each rotation. Inertial force 

hurled him against his restraints, toward the open door, ripping the 

binoculars from his flailing hands. That he would die out here in the 

desert with these horses seemed a fitting punishment. 

Staccato reports clattered out, and a shard of rotor blade speared 

through the windshield, pinning Rico to his seat. A brown wall of rock 

smashed against the pilot’s side. A stomach-wrenching moment of 

weightlessness seemed to last forever until they slammed again. A jolt 

of pain shot through his left arm, and Jay retched from the nausea. 

Only the whine of the dying engine broke the sudden quiet. As the 

blackness descended, a voice in his head implored. 

Don’t give up. 

  


